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THE CHURCH IN THE WORLD
Christians are not distinguished from the rest of mankind either in
locality or in speech or in customs. They do not live apart in cities of their
own. nor do they speak some different language or practice some extraordinary
way of life. Nor yet do they possess any invention discovered by the intelligence
or study of ingenious men. nor arc they maslers of any human dogma as some
are. They live in cities of Greeks or barbarians. as the lot of each is cast. and
they follow the local customs in dress and food and the other details of daily
life. Yet the constitution of their own policy is remarkable and admittedly
paradoxical. They live in their own hometowns, but only as sojourners; they
bear their share in all things as citizens, but endure all hardships as foreigners.
Every foreign land is home to them, and every home is foreign. Their existence
is on earth. but their citi£cnship is 111heaven. They love all and arc persecuted
by all.
In a word, what the soul is in the body. Christians are in the world. The
soul is spread through all the members of the body. and Christians through
the various cities of the world. As the soul has i1s abode in the body, but is
not the body, so Christians have their abode 111 the world. but are not of the
world. The soul is enclosed in the body, and yet holds the body together: so
Christians are kept in the world as in a prison-house. and yet it is they who hold
the world together. The soul, immortal itself, dwells in a mortal tabernacle: so
Christians sojourn among corruptible things, while they look for the incorruptibility which is in heaven. The soul is improved when 1t is hardly treated 111the
matter of food and drink: so Christians, when persecuted, increase more day
by day.
/:ills tie of D1og11etus (about I 50 A. D.)
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OFFICE NOTES
We are enlarging this journal with
this issue, adding at least 40 extra
pages for the year.
The subscription price will be 2.00, new and
renewal.
We have issued a paper
for 20 years at only 1.00 a year, which
is an embarrassingly low price in these
days of high prices. But it must still be
a bargain, 200 pages of reading matter
for only 2.00, if indeed if it worth
reading at all. But to those who help
us with clubs of names the price remains at I .00 per subscription in lists
of five or more.
We hope this will
encourage you to get up a list of
names for the new volume.
The theme for 1973 will be The
Church of Christ:
Then and Now.
Our intention is to study with you the
nature of the New Covenant ecclesia
as revealed in the scriptures, its succeeding history, and its condition in
our own day. We propose to take an
honest look at the primitive church's
organization, worship, teaching, name,
methods, mission. We'll take a look at
the world in which it emerged and
seek to discover just what God intended
it to be. And we'll be taking a fresh
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look at some of the familiar passages
about the church to see if we have been
sufficiently fair in our interpretations.
The volume for 1972 will be bound
with the volume for 1971 into a beautiful hardback, entitled The Restoration
Mind. The price will be nominal. You
should reserve your copy now, but you
need send no money. We will bill you
with the book.
Two books about demons will fascinate you and inform you. Demon
Experiences, which is a compilation
of demon experiences around the
world. Demons in the World Today by
Merrill Unger, Ph. D., is a responsible
study of occultism in the light of
God's word.
The first is 1.25, the
second 1.95, both paperbacks.
For only 9.95 we will send you
almost I 200 pages of the Millennial
Harbinger by Alexander Campbell.
Abridged into two handsome volumes,
they have some of Campbell's best
writings.
The Jesus People is about old-time
religion in the age of Aquarius. It
tells you about the hippie church,
Christian communes, and the Jesus
people as a social movement. 2.95.

THE CHURCH IN THE WORLD
Christians are not distinguished from the rest of mankind either in
locality or in speech or in customs. They do not live apart in cities of their
own, nor do they speak some different language or practice some extraordinary
way of life. Nor yet do they possess any invention discovered by the intelligence
or study of ingenious men, nor are they masters of any human dogma as some
are. They live in cities of Greeks or barbarians as the lot of each is cast, and
they follow the local customs in dress and food and the other details of daily
life. Yet the constitution of their own policy is remarkable and admittedly
paradoxical. They live in their own hometowns, but only as sojourners; they
bear their share in all things as citizens, but endure all hardships as foreigners.
Every foreign land is home to them, and every home is foreign. Their existence
is on earth, but their citizenship is in heaven. They love all and are persecuted
by all.
In a word, what the soul is in the body, Christians are in the world. The
soul is spread through all the members of the body, and Christians through
the various cities of the world. As the soul has its abode in the body, but is
not the body, so Christians have their abode in the world, but are not of the
world. The soul is enclosed in the body, and yet holds the body together; so
Christians are kept in the world as in a prison-house, and yet it is they who hold
the world together. The soul, immortal itself, dwells in a mortal tabernacle; so
Christians sojourn among corruptible things, while they look for the incorruptibility which is in heaven. The soul is improved when it is hardly treated in the
matter of food and drink; so Christians, when persecuted, increase more day
by day.
Epistle of Diognetus (about 150 A. D.)
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The Church of Christ: Yesterday and Today
INTRODUCTION
Our special study for I 97 3 will be
"The Church of Christ: Yesterday and
Today."
This will involve us in a
consideration
of the nature of the
church as the body of Christ.
The
church is being challenged as never
before, challenged to prove its role
in God's plan and to verify its mission
in the light of its present concerns.
We will be accepting the challenge in
part by entering into the dialogue.
What is the church's name or names,
if indeed it has such? How is it to be
organized; What is its worship,
if
there is any set order?
A re there
"five aces of worship" as our people
have long claimed, or do we need to
restructure our whole concept of the
saints in assembly?
What are the
church's ordinances, if any? What was
the role of baptism and the Lord's
Supper in the primitive assemblies, and
what does this say to us today?
What were the terms of membership?
What was the nature of the
unity of the early churches? Was there
a "divine pattern" that was followed,
thus making churches virtually identical, or was there extensive diversity?
What was their practice in reference
to the sabbath (Saturday) over against
Sunday? Was Sunday the Lord's day
and did they "break bread" only on
this day? What is the mission of the

church in reference to the poor, the
orphaned, and those deprived of social
justice' 1 ls the church today under
"the Great Commission"?
These are some of the questions
we want to deal with, and we intend
that our inquiry be objective, free
from any sectarian consideration.
So,
of course, in the use of the term
Church of Christ we are not referring
to any sect or denomination that may
use this term as the name of their
party or parties. We refer to the body
of Christ and only to that, to the
congregation of believers revealed to
us in the New Covenant scriptures.
We use the term church in this
series with some rese;~at·~--;;:- for we
are aware that it is not a good translation. When the Authentic New Testament by Hugh Schonfield renders Mt.
16:8 "Upon that rock I will found my
CCJf!!!!!_~"
it employs a better term
for eccfesia than church.
So does
Campbell's Uving Oracles in rendering
ecclesia "congregation," such as in Eph.
l: 23: "lie appointed him head over
all things to the congregation, which is
his body."
We use "church" because it is so
commonly employed, and it is likely
to remain with us. What is important
is that we give the term no institutional
meaning.
The church of the New
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Covenant scriptures is nothing more
than the body of Christ, consisting
of all those who are "in Christ,"
irrespective of the claims of sects and
denominations.
The church is not the
sum total of many congregations, for
there are some "in Christ" who arc in
no congregation and there are some in
congregations that are not "in Christ."
Neither is the church many congn:gations plus their agencies, as modern
Disciples have concluded in their restrul'ture program. The agencies may
be made up of those who are in the
church, which is Christ's body, but
the agencies per se are not the church.
Neither is the church the hierarchy, as
Roman Catholicism has so long supposed, a claim they arc not reexamining. Again. the pope and his clergy
may be in the church, but they are not
the church. Neither is the church some
"loyal church," which is the claim of
many a sect, for the simple reason that
the body of Christ cannot be divided.
13y its very nature the church is one.
This is why the Methodist Church
or the Presbyterian Church, or the
Christian Church or the Church of
Christ, or any sect or denomination is
not the church.
Indeed they are not
churches at all, but parties within the
church that ought not to be, for the
body of Christ is one and indivisible.
It is noteworthy that every reformation effort has sought to restore the
integrity of the nature of the church.
Luther challenged the hierarchy's claim
to be the authoriative church, insisting
that the church is the people of God
and not simply the clergy, thus restoring the concept of the priesthood
of all believers. Thus emerged "the
reformed tradition"
which has seen
the church as the fellowship of all
believers, which has been the historic
distinction between Protestantism and
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Roman Catholicism.
Recent changes
in Roman Catholicism, which critics
say has made them "more Protestant,"
arc really changes in the doctrine of
the church.
Barton W. Stone, in leaving scctari-,
anism, moved by degrees. Once out of
Presbyterianism, he had his own synod.
which he finally decided was but
another sect. So, in stating his case in
the !,ast Will and Testament uf the
Springfield Presbytery,
he bade all
sect ism adieu once and for all: "We
. will that this body die' be dissolvc·c1-:and sink into union with the Body of
Christ at large." It was thus a rL'cognition of the true nature of till' d;urch
that gave force to the Restoration
Movement.
Alexander Campbell also sought
to lift the true concept of the church
out of the morass of sectarian confusion: "There is but one real Kingdom
of Christ in the world, and that is
equivalent to affirming that there is
but one Chruch of Christ in the world.
As to an invisible church in a visible
world, schoolmen may debate about
it till doom's day, but we know
nothing of an invisible church in our
portion of creation" (Mil, 1853, 106).
Again he insisted:
"There is but one
kingdom of Christ, one body of Christ,
or one church of Christ on earth"
( Ml-I, 1853, 303). And so he attempted
a definition:
"The true Christian
church, or house of c;od, is composed
of all those in every place that do
publicly acknowledge Jesus of Na1.areth as the true Messiah, and the only
Saviour of men; and, building themselves upon the foundation
of the
Apostles and Prophets, associate under
the constitution which he himself has)
granted and authorized in the New\
Testament"
(Christian Sy.I/cm, 77).
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But it was his Lither. Thomas
Camphdl. that bequcaU1_ed to us lt!Jt
1
grl'at d1:finition: r·;. llh' cfiiirch--;-l(
') Chris! upon earth is essrntially. inten{
tionallY. and constitutionally
0111:;L'Dlh
sisting •of all those in ewry place that\
, profess their faith in Christ and obe-\
dience to him in all thing, according ltl
the Sniprures, and th:it m:inifrsr thc
same by their ll'mpers and condtt<.:t. ,
and !Will' else: as none else can beJ
truly and properly cilkd Christians."
~----·-----··---l_l11s is why thc:_~_-;1111p_b('lls
an_d
Ston;: _had no notion that they wer,'
-involved in restoring the true CJ1urcJ1
of Christ rn the world, for they reali1cd that --the__ch·L~-rd1has al~ays"\)cen,
that hy its very nat Uri.' it is composed
of all those who are children of God.
Their task was, then?forc to restore I

article by Luther on the nature of the
church to the effect that "the one
Holy Church will remain forever." and
that its unity does not de1wnd upon
conformity
of doctrine so long as
it i, true lo the 11ospd :rnd thL' sacraments. \nd the \lagna Carta of 1_::15
included the sU!l'ment • .. \liL' have in
the lirst plan· grankd to (;ud, and
,·onfirnwd by this our pn:sc•nt c:harll'r.
f<lr us and our heirs foreH·r. ·that
tlw Church of I nglaml hl' Ire<.:. and
hav,; her rights intact. and her l!bnt1,·s
unimpaired."
A free church is what reformation
:rnd restoration
has hccn all ahout.
Freedom from sin first of all. rn;idc
possibk by fosus its Jm.1d as the sinhearer. Freedom from conformity to
this world, which is the idea of ccclnia.

10.the chu. rch things that were wa..n·tin.g._i
This is why they spoke of uniting the<,
in all the sects.
... -\
\ Christians
.
----0~~
·of our -chief concerns in t hts
series should be an examination
of
the implication in Thomas Campbell's
famous definition that the church is
made up "9f none else" but those that
manifest "by their tempers a.ml con- .
duct" that they are followers of Christ.
!low easy it is for us to try to (de11!_i.~
the church by its doctrines _,.Jathcr
than b-y}tsfruit. Can a carnal, worldly,
insensitiv;;-people really be'the diur·ch,
however conformed th~y are to _doctrinal so~ndn~ss?
It was belief in the
of the church that inspired
that part of the Apostles' Creed (4th
century A.D.) that read "I believe in
holy catholic chw:1.:.h·:,,Something
is seriously wrong if modern believers
are indifferent
both to the holiness
and catholicity of the body of Christ.
The reformers were concerned for a
free church, free to be itself in Christ,
and free to be diverse. The confession
of Augsburg in 1530 included an

which is the church "calkd out" of
the world.
But also freedom from
pohtical and eccksiastical pressures and
coercion.
Freedom from sectarianism
and party strife.
Freedom to serve,
each according to his own capacity.
This is the church of the New
Covenant scriptures.
Paul taught that
each member of the body was free to
he his own man in the Lord. l·ven if
wine is lawful.one is free 1101 to drink
wine: even though circumcision is neither yea nor nay in the Lord. one is
free to be circumcized.
"Each one
should make up his own mind." the
apostle teaches the Romans, for "It
is before his own master that he stands
or falls," and this is surely at the
very heart of what the church is all
about.
The church is the atmosphere and
climate in which (iod 's children are
nourished and thus become what their
Father wills for them. This is why Paul
could write: "The heavenly Jerusalem
is free, and she is our mother."
((;al.
4:26) - the f:ditor

--,-

KEY 73 AND CHURCHES OF CHRIST

It would be something of a tragedy
for Key 7 3 to come and go with out
people hardly knowing ahout it, and
one only needs tu he aware of our
c:1padty for insulation and isolati,)n
to realize that s11d1 is poss1bk
·1he
purpose of this editorial. llwrc'l·ure. is
to call our .lltention to Key 73. along
wilh the hopl' lh,ll ti may cnc<>uragc
,nme part
,n in ;1! k:i,;t som,·
.1reas of the hroth,·rhood.
II 1uay hl'
llnTl'Jlistk lo ask lor a dn1r,IHv1,k
cuop,•r;1tiw effort ,vttl! K,·', 7 : hut 1!
i, consist,·nt 111th l1c•li1,,1 ,,,,, ,lum,1ng hn,th,·1'1,H)d
I ,·,11c·,·1 h ,;!1 ::,!.·r·
,·.,t 1111,I,upport
1/ll !lUr!)qiJ,llf,·!'>
if c)nly our p,·()pk 1,· 111li,1111c·, 1
As 1b iH<'llllli, r, p,11 it. 1-;ey 73
i, ··a crnlp,·r11tih' 111dividuali1,·d common effort 1,, lllak,· Jesus Christ k11(11v11
tu cvny per,on 011 lh,· North ,\merican
Cont111ent in the year ! <J7l, :ind t,J
,cek for a rcspon.,,· and commitm,·nt
to him and to Im nussion 111 thl'
world."
!'very me\ll1s and ml'lhod of
comnrnnic:ition
is to be bro11!',ht In
hear upon this ohjl'dive. New resources for effecl ivl' L'Vangelism will he
sought, and congrL'gJJions of all denominations
will he assisted in becoming
more l'lkctive
redemptive
c,·ntcrs.
Key 7 3 hopes ID he "an
overarching Christian canopy" under
which all believers may concentrate
upon evangelism in the forthcoming
year.
lt will be an opportunity
for
200,000 congregations
( I 1,500
of
which are Churches of Christ) to work
simultaneously
in evangelizing the nation. with all the advantages that will
be brought to bear through various
media and organization.

The goal of confronting every person in North America with the gospel
is not only unique for the modnn
church, hut it could go far in showing
us the
way to oneness. A divided•
church can hardly indulge in "Callint'
Our Continent lo Christ," so in Key
7 3 we will have somethn111 closd;,
akin lo .. the unity or the Spirit" 11
the scriplurl"i.
lhl' diche "Dol'lrin,
diYitk,. snvi,·,· unites" lw, .rt leas!
,<>llH' ,tppruprialc'!!,·,,
to Key 73. rl1al
,ajtng wouid ht· closer lo truth if 1'
"c1id. ··r>11u 1 :i11h tliv1dr..·

11~1"11 ..

1h.11 1h:.:y

c.111 e·11I111r,.!hey

Ille• Bihl,:

kc'! pc·rv11tks \tnL'r•
1e,rnl the Clir1st <'

11plifkd

Ill llll'll•,

illllld,

1{;1tlicr th.in nebulous 111yths, \nwrica1,
11ali"naii,rn. or L'VC!l good citl/.l'.llship
thL'Y w,1111 the ris,·11 Lord lo be pm
claimed 111 :ill his glmy. While• thev
reali1c that clmrchcs will Ill' diffnl'lll
in methodology,
they believe lhne 1s
a "b..1sic evangelical nmcern" that L·an
uni!l' thl'lll rn this effort. Each church
will, of ,ourSl', be free to emphasi1c•
what it considers
to be es1wcially
significant in the gospel story.
Key
73 does not dictak or coefl"e, hut it
does pTllVide the framework for this
concc•rlcd effort
in witnessing for
Jesus.

This year will thus he a special
kind of ycar, a year in which every
believer will make a special effort tu
win souls. This will be a wholesome
changt: for a lol of us who have hardly
any testimony at all beyond "going
to church."
Key 73 will help us do it,
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almost to I he point of making it the
thing to do.
At the heart of Key 7 3 will be a
prnyer thrust that will undergird the
year of ev.:mgelism. This massiw prayer effort will be launched during the
Christmas holidays.
Church bells, car
horns. fadory whistles. and sirens will
summon 50 million believers to prayer
each day at noon
praying for the
conversion of a continent I Say the
Key 73 officials: "Millions of Christians praying for even a few seconds
at noon, could have a tremendous
impact on the church, the nation and
this decadent society." They urge us
to pray at that time that the news
media will cooperate in the evangelistic
effort, and that believers everywhere
will work together in this effort. Pray
also that the lloly Spirit will infuse
the effort and make it a genuine work
for God.
Key 7 3 has a budget exceeding two
million dollars, donated by the 140
participating denominations and ministries.
It is directed by Dr. T. A.
Raedckc, who has taken leave from his
post as secretary of evangelism of the
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. Dr.
T. F. Zimmerman, general superintendent of the Assemblies of God.
heads the executive committee.
The
Salvation Army. Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. and Campus Crusade
for Christ (who did Explo 72) have
major roles in the effort. While the
leadership seems to be more "conservative" or "evangelical," the fact is
that those churches that we think of
as more "liberal" are warmly involved
in Key 73, including the Disciples of
Christ and United Methodist. It would

figure that those churches that have
been more evangelistirnl would be more
:ipt to supply imaginative leadership.
One bkssing that could come to the
church at large would bt: for those
who have neglected evangdisrn to come
to sec its signific:rnn·.
Key 7 3 has been in prt:parat ion
since 196 7, growing out nf ll1l' key
Bridge Consultations.
lhc office in
St. Louis expects to coordinatL' thL'
efforts of millions of church unit,,
across the nation. It will be a glorious
use of mini-meetings as well as massive
efforts through TV, radio, newspapers,
and huge evangelistic ral!it:s. There
will be six major
for the year.
The first is "calling our continent to
repentance and prayer" with emphasis
on the Noon Prayer Call already referred to and a giant TV special on
Jan. 6. Phase 2 is a call of our continent to the word of (iod, with emphasis on Bible study designed to cross
every ethnic and eultural group.
Phase 3, extending from March 7
to Easter, is the heart of Key 7 3.
Directt:d by Bill Bright of Explo 72.
it will be a period of intensive Christian
witness. This will be coneluded by an
Easter TV special. Phases 4, 5, and
6 are calls to the new life, to proclamation of the Good News. and to a
commitment to Christ. All these will
be motivated by 27 lay-witness type
programs, including Bible study. literature, retreats, small groups, telephone
ministry, and person to person witnessing.
What will our 11,500 congregations
do about all this? There is of course no
official commitment,
and we may
suppose that this is impossibk. But at
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least one of our congregations, an
innovative church in Jacksonville, Florida, is laying plans for cooperation
with Key 73, and in such a way as to
encourage brotherhood-wide participation. It will depend upon the leadership in our congregations if more than
this is done. This is our chance to give
evidence to our own people, as well as
the Christian
world at large, that we
arc now mature enough to move out
into a larger fellowship and do something real for Jesus. This would call
for no compromise of any truth we
may suppose we uniquely hold, unless
it be the compromise of associating
more with other believers.
Believe
me, our people are ready for a more
liberal fellowship and a more gracious
attitude toward other disciples of the
Christ. They have long since grown
tired of our narrowness and exclusivism.
If the ciders and ministers in
the congregations will put our rank and
file to the test by laying before them
the possibilities in Key 73, I am
confident that the response will be
overwhelmingly positive. It will only
take a little courage to take the step

V
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and le II the story, and I hen ask Wha1
do you want to do'.'
And if we really believe in congregational autonomy,
then each church
can decide on its own what God's will
is for it in regard to Key 73. TL1c
central office stands ready to share its
resources, free for the asking. Why not
at least investigate by writing to Key
7 3 Excc:ulivc Office, 41 8 Olive St.,
St. Louis 63102'!
Out of that office c:omcs a lesson
based on 2 Kings 7. When four lepers
discovered a camp dt:st:rlL'd hy the
Syrians, they gourgcd themselves with
food and selfishly bore away silver and
gold to hide it. Then they realized
the folly of their sclf-ccntercdncss
and said, "We are not doing right.
This day is a day of good news. If we
arc silent and wait until the morning,
punishment will overtake us.
Now
therefore let us go and tell the king's
household."
Key
news.
action
Christ

73 is indeed a day of good
Let not our silence or our inbe our sin. Let Churches of
also say so.
the /:'ditor

A WIDOW ASKS: "WHAT DO YOU SEE?"

A teacher held up before his class
a large sheet of paper with a small
round black spot in the center, and
asked, "What do you see?"
The class answered as was expected,
"A black spot."
Even though more than 99'¼-, or
the sheet was white, it was the
small black spot that the class saw.
lsn 't that ty pica! of the way we look at
the life God has given us·>

I have been a widow
for many
years, having lost my wonderful
Christian hushand after fourteen years
of happy married life, Shall I bemoan
these years of widowhood or be thankful for the wonderful years we had
together and for the beloved son that
I still have? Should I not rejoice that
God continues to love and care for me' 1
In looking hack over my life I can
quote Paul's reassuring words with ut-
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most confidence:
"All things work
together for good to those who Jove
the Lord."
Once when I was an
ignorant, green collt'ge sophomore I
took off for Mexico with the idea of
furthering my education in a university there, knowing only one person
in the entire country who would be
able to make it possible for me to do
so. But where would I find her? I
"happened" into a hotel where this one
person I knew "happened" to be using
the telephone. She was a missionary's
daughter and was able to save me from
an otherwise impossible situation.
Times too numerous to mention
have I been saved financially and only
"in the nick of time." Once I had a
debt that was too much for me. A
hailstorm wracked the neighborhood,
but it did only minor damages to my
car and none to my house. But the
insurance not only paid the car damage
but also gave me money for a new
roof. Even though I insisted that my
house was not damaged and they
didn't owe it to me. they asked me to
take the money anyway, for it was
easier for them to go on and pay
everyone
So I had money to pay
my debt 1
can see these instances of God's
loving care and I can see the bitterness
of widowhood.
I prefer to see God's
lovely handiwork in all of nature and
in the lives of those who love Him.
God has always answered my prayers, though I can now see that the
answer has sometimes been no. One
of my most fervent prayers was answered in the negative, and I am now grate-
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ful that it was. God knows what is
best for us even when we do not.
have had to live boldly sometimes and
make daring changes.
(;od always
helped me when I needed Him most.
Life's uncertainties have strengthened
my faith. It has been one step at a
time, a walk by faith.
I would be
weaker now, I believe. if years ago I
could have seen the way ahead to be
clear and without difficulty.
The
Lord has a way of helping when there
is no visible solution to the problem.
We all wish that we could erase
from our past, but it is heartento realize that God can take even
these things and put them all together for our good. When our labors
do not bear good fruit it is probably
because we do not intend good, for
God can make blessings of our good
intentions, even when all else fails.
God magnifies the little deeds we do,
turning raindrops into showers.
He teaches us that we are to do
good to those who cannot return the
but this is impossible for us to
do except by His grace. One thing
is sure. and that is that He will not
allow our mercy to others to go unrewarded.
Not only in heaven after
awhile, but even here he repays us
much more than we can ever help
others.
May God help us all to see better,
to discern what is important over what
is unimportant, and to see all the good
in the world and in our lives rather
than the bad. This will help us to
serve in the unpleasant places of life,
and to love those who do not love us.
- Mrs. Margaret Williams, 1250 Afton,
Apt. 48, llouston, Tx. 77055

HOLIDAY TRAVEL NOTES
Wl'·vl' hdd up this first issue of the
new year long enough for me to
chronick some of the events over the
holidays that I think will he both
interesting and encouraging.
It is the
latter that concerns ml' most
t!II·
,·011rage111e111, for I see this as a great
need in our distraught brotherhood.
"If there is any encouragement
in
Christ
. " pk ads the apostle in
Philip. 2: 1, and this he does in rderence to joy, like mindedness, mutual
love. and unity. The ability to encourage may well be a gift of the Spirit.
closely akin to the gift of exhortation
in Rom. 12:8.
Anyway. far more
than any tongue it is this gift. mirarnlous or not, tha.t I especially covet.
ButGod'sgiftsare
bestowed in what
the l,ermans call s11z im lehen. among
life's situations, and not in isolation
from the people. c;od is not likely to
hes tow the gift of healing to one who
is indifferent to the diseased or the gift
of teaching to one who places a
premium on ignorance.
I am at least
open for the gift of encouragement in
that I am concerned that so many of
our people have about had it when it
coml,s to our traditional
merry-goround. Multitudes have already walked out.
Many more are holding on
only because they now have a glimmer
of hope that our folk at long last are
looking
to Jesus more
than to
tradition.
What encourages a lonely soul more
than anything else is for him to
realize that hl' is not so alone after all.
Not only is Jesus with him, but there
are multitudes of others across the
brotherhood
who are rl'ally getting
turned on to such strangl' valUl'S as
love. peace, and joy in the lloly
Spirit. Wt.: are pleased that this little

journal is l'ncouraging to at least soml'.
We frequl'ntly hear such as "l didn't
realize anyone l'lse bl'lievl'd like I did
until someone sent me your paper."
Too, our folk who have grown
downcast amidst all thl' oppression
really gt'! excitl'd when they karn
what is going on across the land.
They can hardly bl'lieve their l'ars
when I share with them some of my
mail, tell what some congregation is
doing. or what some editor is writing.
or give an account of a unity meeting.
"Rl'ally'" is a common rt.:sponsl', and
yet the good news is what a lot of
them have hel'n hoping for and praying
about for years. We had hetier bl'
careful how we pray to thl' Father and
rely upon the power of the Holy Spirit
unless we are prepared for things to
happen 1
This first story I am relating to you
even took me by surprise, as hopeful as
I've become in recent years. I was
hardly prepared for the prospect of our
having a journal issued among all wings
of the Restoration Movement, edited
jointly by a brother from the Christian
Church. one from the Disciples of
Christ, and one from the Church of
Christ, the purpose of which is "to
foster open and free discussion, and to
rediscover the principles of our cherished heritage in reference to our presl'nt
task."
Meetings over the holidays in Atlanta and St. Louis have led to such a
consummation devoutly to be wishl'd.
Committees have been al work for
sometime among the Discipks and
lndepl'ndents with a view of dialogue
between the two groups and in hopes
of meaningful communication
with
!hl' Disciples who are uneasy about
what is j!.oing on in the Consultation
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on Church Union, which is threatening
to take the Disciples of Christ completely away from their Restoration
heritage.
The Atlanta meeting was different
in that some Churd1 of Christ leaders
were invited to take part. Several were
invited who could not attend. induding
Ruel Lemmons, who was kind enough
to send a letter to the committees
expressing his views. Ralph Sweet of
the Sweet Publishing Co. was there,
along with Gene Shelburne. editor of
Christian Appeal of
the non-class
churches, Andrew Hairston of the
Simpson St. Church of Christ in Atlanta, Victor Munter, new editor of
Mission, and myself accepted the invitation to share.
There were about 16 of us in all,
mostly publishers and editors, and it
was a soul-stirring experience.
We
began by each one giving a kind of
resume of his spiritual pilgrimage. It
was something else to listen to these
prominent churchmen, either pastors
of influencial churches or executives in
large publishing houses, let their hair
down and talk "down home'' about
what God had done in their lives,
their victories and their defeats. This
sealed us even more in a bond of
love, preparing us for fruitful discussion. But when it comes to reciting
one's ups and downs (they call that
~·icissitudes} I have to watch myself
lest I overdo it. If I bore in on what
has really happened in my life, they
either would not believe me or would
be uncomfortable
in my presence.
Since such a gathering needed no
credibility gap I decided to move only
in the periphery this time around.
It would be a fine thing for our
people if this kind of sharing were
practiced extensively. Let brothers and
sisters sit in a circle together on a
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first namtc basis and really become
acquainted with each other, praying
and rejoicing together in the Lord.
We are going to have to do more
than sit together in a large auditorium,
in an atmosphere that makes us almost
strangers. if we really come to enjoy
the fellowship of the saints.
The Atlanta meeting decided that
there should be such a publication as
I have described. hopefully underwritten by some of our moneyed
people, and to circulate among 15,000
of our leaders in all major wings. W. i-:.
Lown, president of Manhattan Christian College was asked to serve as editor
among the Independent
Christian
Churches, Robert 11. Mulcy, pastor of
Court St. Christian Church, Salem,
Oregon will edit from among Disciples
of Christ, and I was asked to stand in
for Churches of Christ, the last choice
based more upon my willingness to be
so daring than my journalistic ability.
Ralph Sweet thought the choice wise
since "You are considered something
of a prophet among us," which, translated into more common language,
means that since I have already lost all
that one can lose with the powers that
be I might as well take it 011.
The St. Louis meeting was a gathering of the three editors and the committee ehairmen with a view of deciding upon the format of the new journal.
It will be a quarterly, drawing material
from Restoration sources and from
those who speak to the issues of our
time, and its name will be Fellowrhip.
How exciting it is that in these
blessed times in which we live things
that are too good to be true are
indeed happening!
Look what is
happening: a journal emanating from
a group of concerned brethren representing our three major divisions, a
publication that will face up to the
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issues that trouble us in a three-way
dialogue, Praise the Lordi
The holidays also found me in
Hartford, Illinois (near SL Louis) for
the annual forum for unity and fellowship, which I have attended each year,
save two, since I 958. It was a humble
beginning, with Carl Ketcherside and I
leading in the sessions, and with no
one paying it much attention.
But
today it is different. They were there
from I 5 states or so and several foreign
countries.
The sessions are surely
the ultimate in Christian freedom, with
each invited brother at liberty to say
what he pleases on virtually every controversial topic you can think of. No
one gets excited if a thesis is presented
in favor of situation ethics, evolution,
or interracial marriage. One may get
clobbered in the question session that
follows each presentation, but even this
is in a spirit of love without compromise of conviction.
The sisters of the lil tie Hartford
congregation prepare meals for the
two-day affair, enabling those who
come not only the convenience of a
meal right on the premises, but several
hours of exciting vis-a-vis communion.
Even here charity rules, for an announcement is made that if anyone
objecls to eating in a meetinghouse
he should feel perfectly free to go
elsewhere!
This year we had represented the
main-line Churches of Christ, non-class
and one-cup churches, Independent
Christian Church, the non-cooperative
churches, as well as a lad from "Jesus
People" and one from campus ministries.
The spirit was out of this
world, which I suppose is what spimual
is. Subjects covered were the validity
of the "street Christian" movement,
the basis of excluding one from the
fellowship, the work of women. the
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nature of worship, and interracial marriage.
It was my lot to contribute to the
last topic, sharing the podium with
Hoy Ledbetter, editor of Integrity,
who presented about as fine a paper
as I ever heard.
Down to almost
the last person I surprised the audience,
for they were expecting me to marry
off their white children to the blacks.
perhaps because of my known concern
for the Negroes and minorities in
general and for having taught in a
black college. Some even complained
to those who selected the speakers for
that topic with "Why did you choose
two liberals for that subject?" But it
was because of my concern for both
blacks and whites that I did something
short of advocating interracial marriage.
Tapes are available of all the sessions, including an outstanding presentation by Carl Ketcherside on worship,
who also presided over the sessions in a
fair and effective manner.
Berdell
McCann, 127 Donna Dr., Hartford, IL
62048 can
you information.
On my way home I had sessions
in Tulsa at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
L. E. Edwards, where, on New Year's
Eve, we had some 25 pt~ople gathered.
I shared with them my views of (;od·s
intention for the oneness of man and
nature in the Messiah as set forth in
Ephesians.
This was followed by
each one in the circle saying a word of
thanks or praise to Cod for his blessings in J 9T2 or what he hoped for in
the Lord in 197 3. How heartwarming
it was to hear brothers and sisters
together relating to each other in this
way. Some of the sisters, with teardimmed eyes, praised God for their
husbands, with the husbands responding in like kind. Others were thankful
for their free congregation and for
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the hdp they received from each
other.
One brother told a touching
story of how the Lord had delivered
him from a tragic automobile accident.
One young brother even dared to thank
the Lord for fried chkkt?n
"so that
Leroy ..:an get out and help us like
this 1" That is one time I said amen.
I explain to folk that I doff my hat
every time I pass a chicken farm 1
This went on well past n11dnight into
the New Year. with prayers, praise and
thanksgiving.
Then someone started
that old song, "Count your blessings,
name them one by one: count your
blessings and see what God hath done."
When someone observed that church
life would be entirely different if
"worship services" had such experiences, I explained that this illustrates
the task before us, to restore this kind
of spiritual excitement to our congregations. But it will have to begin in the
homes at the grass root level. l he
great lost power of the primitive c·hurch
is the dynamic of "breaking bread"
( almost certainly a reference to fellowship rather than the Supper per se)
from house to house. where they
praised (;od together, shared together,
and demonstrated their love for ea-:h
other. Big church house religion can
be and often is debilitation, but the
chief problem is that nothing happens
in the homes of those who attend
the big congregation, or the little one
for that matter.
On the last Sunday of the year I
spoke twice to the Grissom Church
of Christ, which meets in a school
named for the deceased astronaut.

FORBEARANCE AND UNITY
One address was on "More than Conquerors,'' based on Rom. 8:35-39.
I
observed that in Jesus we not only
conquer but more than conquer in that
with c'ach victory we are conditioned
for an even greater conquest.
My
lesson on the nature of the church
pointed to its oneness, holiness, catholicity, and apostolicity.
Beside this the Grissom group ask
me to take an hour to tell them what
was going on here and there across
the land. So I told them of the new
journal that is in the offing, the
Hartford Fonun, the Workshop at
Abilene that should attract 1.000
preachers, with Carl Ketcherside and
I both on the program.
l told of
the renewed interest, the increasing
number of free churches, the changing
attitudes in papers and pulpits. They
were wonderfully encouraged by all
this, realizing that they were by no
means alone in the struggle.
One
sister told me that if l could give a
monthly report on what is going on
it would provide the incentive that
the new group needs. I do this in part
through reports in this journal, and
that is the reason why, but I realize
that paper and ink cannot do what
1 personal visit can do.
This is why
I want to be used as much as time
and energy will allow in just such
contacts.
So don't hesitate to invite
me to come your way, if you think
I can be of service, for I plan to
accept every invitation sooner or later.
While in Tulsa we also began work
on the 9th Annual Unity Forum, which
is to be conducted there next sumrne~
or fall, the Lord willing.
Th<' /:,'ditor

A sect or party is an elegant incognito devised to save a man from the
t.'merson
vexation of thinking.
Souls arc not saved in bundles.
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It is noteworthy that the apostle
would turn to character traits (virtues)
in his great appeal for unity in Eph. 4.
He first "begs" the believers to lead
a life worthy of their calling, which
has more to do with their fruit than
with their doctrine.
He writes of
lowliness, meekness, and patience. It
is unlikely that oneness is ever realized
without these, whether it be a business,
a family, or a congregation.
A good
way to see the meaning of an idea
is to understand its opposite. In this
case it would be pride, arrogance, and
the show of annoyance.
These are
hardly the climate for unity and fellowship. Paul is showing us that oneness,
like all delicate human experiences,
must be nurtured in a positive atmosphere of love and goodwill.
But the emphasis is upon forbearance born of love. "Forbearing one
another in love" is the key to the
unity that the apostle taught.
The
implication is important to our understanding of the nature of unity, which
is that unity cannot be uniformity of
doctrine or interpretation.
Otherwise
he would not call for Ji1rhcarance, for
there is nothing to forbear if everyon.:
sees everything eye to eye, The call
for forbearance infers that there will
be difficulties and misunderstandings.
Uniformity, such as may be found in
a strict military situation or in a
Communist cell, has no need for forbearance. It was likewise among the
strictest sect of the Pharisees. They
had their virtues, no doubt, but forbearance was not one of them, for
when people are ruled by an arbitrary
dogmatism there is little need for
toleration.
Forbearance,
therefore, can be a
virtue only in a free society. It is free

people who forbear and are forborne.
The apostle is writing as a free man
to a free people in Rom. 14:1: "As
for the man who is weak in faith,
welcome him, but not for disput,es
over opm1011s. One believes he may
eat anything, while the weak man
eats only vegetables."
lie is saying
that believers do not have to be
carbon copies of each other. There
can be diversity in that one believes
one way while another believes a different way. Forbearance can be real
in a Christian community because all
are eq uaL with no one accounta bk to
anyone except the Lord himself. "Who
are you to pass judgment on th<.!
servant of another?
It is before his
own master that he stands or falls."
We forbear one another in love because
we are together servants of another
rather than to each other. Jesus as our
judge liberates us from sitting in judgment on each other.
In an unfree society where men
are subject to other men, or to a party
or a system. forbearance is unknown
for the simple reason that totalitarian
structures allow for no variety or
diversity. When the end in view is the
welfare of the party, the virtues are
loyalty, industry, and sacrifice. Not
lowliness, not meekness, not patienc".
Unfree systems demand conformity of
thought and uniformity of behavior.
Religious sectarian systems are as much
this way as political. So long as they
are sectarian, which means that party
loyalty comes before personal considerations, there is no need for an
apostle or anyone else to plead for
loving forbearance.
Party ism cannot
forbear anyone whose teaching or behavior threatens its very existence.
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Forbearance is a beautiful word
in that it implies a respect for personality, a reverence toward others.
Its action turns toward us as well as
toward others, for it calls for selfcontrol and patient restraint. Webster
sees /l>rbe11r to mean "Keep oneself
in check. control oneself under provocation."
A synonym is refi·11i11.
We may thus encourage others to
speak or act, even when we believe
they are wrong, while we re/ruin from
speaking or
even when we are
sure we are
Truth does not
always need the protection we are
so eager to
A brother's feelings
may be more
at the moment.
We may comtrain our brother in
love, which is to motivate him in that
direction that is for his good, but we
never restrain in love, unless it be a
child not yet responsible for his conduct. This means that a brother has
the right to be different from me.
Forbearance !lleans that I will restrain
myself by not criticizing or judging
him, allowing him to be his own man
before the Lord. This is not to be
that kind of toleration that assumes
superiority or a "holier than thou"
attitude, but that loving forbearance
that accepts the brother just as much
as if he agreed with me. When we are
forbearing we cause one to feel at
ease in our presence.
Some psychologists contend that
we all have vibrations that we impose

upon those in our presence.
Either
it is a positive aura of friendliness and
kindness or a negative one of suspicion
and hate. Few of us are exactly neutral.
It is the kind of thing that leads
some to insist that a dog can tell
when you are afraid of him. If we
do indeed put our vibrations, apart
from what we say or do, we need
to check them against Paul's list of
virtues that lead to peace· lov. liness,
mel·kncss, patience, and loving forbearance.
We may here have what can be
called ''the back door to unity" in that
on;;ness is realized through loving forbearance. apart from al! the ecumenical councils and unity forums we can
muster. This also shows us how unity
is "the unity of the Spirit" rather
than our own doing. Forbearance is a
fruit of the Spirit.
When that fruit
is borne, oneness will follow as sunshine the rain.
One thing is sure, in cultivating
the grace of loving forbearance we are
acknowledging that unity is something
more than conformity or uniformity.
Unity by its very nature is diverse, and
in Christ we have the cohesive of love
that binds everything together in perfect harmony.
It is coercion that
makes for conformity, but it is forbearance that makes for harmony.
the Editor

I OurChanging
World
I
/\n effective change in communication among our folk is now evident
in the emergence of the cassette tape.
The old tape recorder-player was very
much with us, to be sure
and was

the downfall of many a good man
who said the "wrong" thing at the
wrong place I
But we have largely
outgrown that destructive
use of
electronics, and with the cassette we

move to a fast and easy mode of
sharing at a positive level.
These
recorders are cheaper. more compact,
and operate with little more I han a
flip of the switl·h.
And they are
easily mailed. The cassette is a marvelous hles5ing for which we should
prnisc God.
In the old days Ouida and I would
read togcthcr upon rcliring. and !hose
are cherished memories. Nowadays we
press the butt om of our cassette playn
and hear from folk far and wide. and
we are impressed with the intimacy
of it all, for it is as if that person
were right there with us. whether we
arc in hed or not. Some choose to record rather than to write, so we gd
tapes from all over the country, which
of course we welcome. Getting them
all answered. in like kind, is something else
But this cassette business is even
more than this.
Entire libraries of
excellent material are being recorded
on cassettes, and there are subscriptions available for monthly tapes that
inform one of the latest developments
in lhi.: religious world as wt:11as commentaries on la lest theological thought.
And of course the Bible is available in
more than one version. Excuses for
ignorance are vanishing even for those
who do not read well.
/~An Omaha newspaper has disclosed
/
that Boys Town is, by conservative
estimates, worth $209 million. with a
$25 million annual income.
Due lo
the
disclosure,
Archbishop
Sheehan,
\
1
·\ who controls the school's board. cancelled the two annual appeals for
funds, one at l'asler and the other al
Christmas. with the famous stamp,
llc ain't hl'avy, Fathn, he's m'brothr."
As recently as 1970 the Boys
own post office was deluged with
___, __,._., ...
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34 million pieces of mail. Thal year
alone $17 million came in. Fur11111e
mag,vinc has ranked the home 2JOt h
in the nation's 500 top industrials.
Since the disclosure the home has
had to set up a spl·dal office to handk
complaints. Already more than 1,000
complaints have come from donors.
As a consequence of all tlus Boys
Town's trustees arc reassessing the
school's role and art' designing a program commensurntc
to its weallh.
Few people arc aware that lhl'fl' is
a similar home in the same area with
Boys Town, an institution worthy or
support that has struggled through thL'
years.
A new book entitled lfraler.1 of the
Mind, which is a cornpilat ion of testimonials of ten psychiatrists, reveals
that when people arc in trouble 42';;
of them that ask for help go to a
clergyman. while only 18'/r consult
psychiatrists and psychologists.
This
is a sobering fact, for it raiSl'S till'
question as to how well qualified
professional ministers arc for such a
responsibility.
The p~y chial rists rnndude that "Learning to trust" is the
secret to good mental health. And so
one of them writes:
"Those who
heal the mind arc likl· mothers who
listen patiently and attentively to the
troubles of others."
The Pat Boone family has chartered a 74 7 jct for a pilgrimage to !ht·
lloly Land, where they will film a TV
spi.:cial. Dr. Koy Blizzard, one or our
preachers and a Hebrew professor at
Texas, will kcturc along the way.
There will he an airborne communion
service on the way over. as wdl a,
spl'cial services al the (;arden Tomb.
April 4-l 3 is thl' dale, and you can go
along for $888.
Write to (;aylord
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lnlnesting
nl'WS ill'ms from the
world of Roman Catholicism·
!\lore
than a do;:en dioceses have joined
Key 7 3
St)me organizations
are working for "planned parenthood"
in (\·nlral .\Illl'llca.
but opp(,sc both
sterili1at1on and ahortiun
In
thl· l'ni!c'd Sta!
6K' '. of Roman
Catholit· women :lfl' now u,ing birth
contnil 111dl!"d, l<>rhidd,·11 by Pope
l':iui's l/11111,111,11· f 11,w
!he,,'
~ind 1t i--;
hc·li,·\. ,.! !II.If ti11, i • 11,·Jli:111 will c'\'c'll·
tu.ill\ i: ,.[ t,, .i
.!i\ll._'
!i; lht: i,:hur,.:h'"

,ire

1n1)-.,J!\-

}Plln~._•r

won1-._'tL
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n·n!l•rs in Nicaragua to help the earthquake• victims.
ln,.,.an:h

1s a n:scarch committce
of morl' than 80
kadc•rs, directed by Dr. John I . Beirsdorf of thl' National Council of Church,·,. that r1:ccntly 1,sUL'd a report on its
I ••·lll\l!lth study ol
in •\111eri,·a.
II
funded by the• J);1ytP11 h1und,1tio11
.,. •Ille or their intn,·,t
,·u11cii1,1o!l,·
..; 1 .ill di 11rd1c·s ra !l'd "" Int!
1, I he'll
'•:f
value·. much ln!!h,·r th.111 mo,I
.. ,.ri,.1,h
r.11l' 1I.
I .1rgl'r :!rnt1p,
;,•d hnnl'st:, .111d .11n1,11 io11 iii:'.11n,

compDsl'd

r1s·liµ:1,iu-.;h.nuwl1.'d~\'
IJrl!,'I

,up,

\\,h

·,:1._'nli.'d

tl1.,11111 <1.ilkr
i\li'.111 1/c'd :ilc'l\lll

·11.ir.·

,l,,,t r111:
J.-,111'.l·.1tiln IJ:1111,·I
qh
lli,i:!<lfl
Ill
B,·111c',n !ihl I UU ill
!'l,kc·kd \,·,1
York·,
.~I
P.ll1 :e·~,
,.1111,·dr:Ii
,rnd
,t.llc'.
w1tli Ilic· i:~c·,
lliliy
p,h"'d 011! "li[o,,,[.,
.1i:1id'
lc·,11kt, Jll
il1.1m .:11d l're,1d,·11t \1\,,11
•II ,>n,·
protc,t ()I ( .ird1111! i ,,,,1-,,,.·, ",,1cl :ind
.llld the nwr,· tr,1d1l1dll:l!
ludeo·
,tr.rng,· ,iknc,•" ,,:, i11: r,·,11111edb,,rnh·
isl ian rl'ligio11 l !i:1 t "linn~.s j 11d!!llll'11I
ing ul N"rth Vtdn 1111
I h~
hc·11r" "n p,l[Itical imtilut1• ,ns on
Callwlic· Relief S,·rv1,,·s h:1w set Lil' 33
·! other sidl',

READERSEXCHANGE
I don't know how mud1 longer (;od
is going to toler:ik the carryings Dl1
of some of the brethren in their kgalistk handling of cases within the
church, straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel. The church in A thens,
Alabama was split over a bathing suit
worn by the daughter of the minister:
and the shameful
handling of the
Boone's parents'
case in Nashville.
Believing in Rom. 8: 28 as I do, I have
to know that it is all working together
for good. One blessing is that thousands of people are getting their eyes
opened to the narrow, legalistic, sectarian spirit that still abounds.
But

thank c;od it is not :ill that wJy, tor
r:iys of hope are bountifully scattered
line and there if one looks for it.
fo/111<1dge
.1/cXahh,
/.!()/
f/111,
Ff
Pa,,, 7<N30
i\either do we want to be\ part of
an Ichabod church.
Thank you for
providing the series hy brother Crowhurst, a sincere s<.!ekcr after (;od who
shall not fail in his search. for the Lord
will reward those that seek him earnestly.
Paul Logue. 221 Joy 111-e.,
Webster Graves, Mo. I'd/ !Y
Churches of Christ (Disciples)
in
this country continue to drop in membership totals, but are playing a full

part in ccuml'ni,al
discussion.
In
England the Congregational
and the
Presbyterian ('1Jurd1es have unitl'd and
formed the United RL·i'ormed Clrnrch,
wilh whom we :He to have conwrsations that lead lo a union.
Of our
local churclH:s only a kw arL' strong,
with many lacing probkms of qualified
kadcrship.
h'1//la111 lr1h11r. /.IS
(i1n1111n11oc/..
Rd .. l:la.1·1;011·, S,01/a11d
Wl' arc enjoying your mini-rn,-etmgs
almost as much as you arc. (;m)d fl'porting 1
,\fr1. .l 1·. Ma11.111r,
(,'a//,
( ,1.

You mis-judge the bumper stickL'r
"Love it or Leave l t." The message is
not "If you criticill' the country, then
get out."
The message is "If you
don't like our government, a republic,
then gel out and gu to a dil'lalorship
government."
The biggest promoters
of this bumper sticker are conservatives,
and you know how critical they are of
certain aspects of the government.
.Hax Watson. ]6113 (;uadalupe
St.,
,Justin, Texas
At our 25th annual fellowship this
fall we had a fine gift by Finis Caldwell
of his whule library or 2200 books.
Last fall we had 11 2 enrolled.
This
fall 158. So we are busy. Now we
have had 5,064 enrolled in 25 years.
Pray for us.
Stere h'ckstein. Church
u/ Christ Bihle Chair, /:'astern New
Mexico U., Portales H8 I 3U
(I know of no educational
work
among us more deserving of your
support, and where one can get more
mileage for the dollar. than Steve
L·.ckstein's ministry al the university
in Portales. Why not write and ask to
be placed on thl' mailing list for

reports' 1 You muy decide you'd like
to lend a helping hand, which they
badly need just m,w.
Fd.)
I ,·njoy

reading your li11lc journal
llow thanl..tul l am for
your l'fforts in the inlcrest of uni!}
( ;,•orgc 0. 1/c(juearr. '88 I rlingto11
vny

lllUch.

Dr., l'k1t1h, Ci1, 'J5./S:'

What I Will Do
To Promote Unity
I.
will pray for those wilh whom
disagree.
This will dl'ansc me of
hit terness and suspicion .
1
I will stop using dangerous
words.
will stop calling ·'libnal"
those with whom I disagree.
I will
rerm·mbcr
that
people undnstand
"liberal" differently: to some "liberal"
means endorsement
of the Todar ·.1·
h'11glish Version, others as denial of the
inspiration
of the Bible; to some
"liberal" means having Bible \.'lasses,
others as having no classes. To some
"liberal" means reading or writing for
a certain journal. others as espousing
ecumenism; to some "liberal" means
changing the order of worship, others
as minimi1ing the importance of worship.
I will stop calling "legalist" those
with whom I disagree. I will remember
that people understand ''legalist" differently.
to some "lcgalist" means
preference for the King James Ver.1ion,
others as emphasis on guilt above
grace; to some "lcgalist" means prekrcncc for sermons peppered with twL·nly
scriptures,
nth,·rs as belief in racial
discrimination;
to some "lcgalist"
means undue conn·rn over a ( 'hri,tian
l'arning a Ph.D., others as condemna·
lion ol religious books other than the
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Bible; to some "lcgalist'' means reluctarn.:e lo eat in a church building, othl'rs as demanding laws which God did
nol makt.:.

I will spell out exactly the issue
on which a brother and I disagree. I
will not obfuscate the issue or impugn
my brother by usmg these words.
3. I will read a vuriety of Church
of Christ literature. I will not accept
second-hand information·
I will gu to
the rrnnary sourn·s. For myself I will
read what is said in .lfl.1.11011 .lfess(·11;.;er,
Firm Fo1111datin11.
/frstorati,J/1 R.erh'\\',
S11int11ai S11·orcl. r;ospc/
!,!Pocarc, 3nd
.\!1ssin11. Books talked about in the
brotherhood I will read for myself.
Before reaching cnnclusions on . I .w·
at lhc Roots, ,.I Ne\\' Song, Voices of
Concern. and Voices o( ..1ctwn, I will
read them.

4. I will realize that no brother is
obligated to answer to me. I will not
b,!andish an imprimatur seal. If I am
personally curious about a brother's
belief, or for a rare reason it becomes
absolutely necessary that I know a
brother's belief, I will ask him. If
error needs exposure, I will first go
to the erring brother.
5. I will neither engage in gossip nor
listen to it, much less will I publish
rumors. I will not engage in crusades
intended to destroy a brother. I will
disfellowship him if necessary, but I
will love him. I will be decent to him.
I will do to him as I would he do to
me.
Neil Gallagher, College Church
of Christ, 3200 N. Ben Jordan,
l'1ctoria. Texas 7790/

MORE RESPONSES
Your 1:xp{o article certainly hit
the old nail on the proverbial head.
We kept three young men (had asked
for nine) and enjoyed them all, one
from Oregon, one from Miami, one
from New Orleans. Our own Bob also
registered and attended mo-! of the
sessions. He too was blessed. It amazes
me that they are still dragging out
2 John 9-1 l for this kind of application.
It must he that they simply
haven't read the chapter. Sat:Jn is still
u,ing scripture to attain his end.
J)1ck
Smith, 1../20 Drury Dr .. /)a{/a1
~,232

1 agree with you l 00'.'/ about/: ,·pin
This has been my way of thinking for
years.
We should all he one body
in the Lord, even though there are
differences of opinion. I believe that
hxp/o was by GoLi'S providence. One
of the girls here who attended brought
back :.i report that was heart warming.
Fu/a /.;a/mg, RI. 3. /'alasl,a/a, Ohio
../306:!
We so enjoy your paper. It has
been une of the things th:.it has kept
me from throwing up my hands m
despair and turning my b:.11.:kon the
institutional church.
May God continue to bless your work.
Mn. Paul
!)ow,
1047 N. .-lrnn. S't. Paul 55/03

I have been sitting here praising
God for your article on Hxp/o 72 and
Churches of Christ. Since we are so
sure we have all the truth and the Bible
is our only creed, it isn't even good
common sense for our leadership to
shy away from such an opportunity.
Praise the living God that he can work

without our leadership and our sanction . . . We worship at a "one cup"
congregation, so you can imagine what
a "shake up" it is when we begin to see
the real and living Jesus and try to
raise Him above rituals. But it is so
wonderful to know that He is real and
that the Holy Spirit dwells within us!
Nanci· Fancher, Box 806, Mena.
/lk.

71953

As I read your comment about
starting a woman's lib movement in
the Church of Christ, I burst out
laughing. But I suppose the situation
you describe is more tragic than funny.
The same can be said for all our
traditions. Recently I heard a church
member recite all the cliches about
Noah building the ark, and no one
could convince him that if Noah had
been a poor carpenter and had mismeasured the timber, he would have
been lost no matter how right his
heart was with God. - Barnett Jewell,
Farmersburg, In. 47850
The travel letters of Alexander
Campbell have been especially good.
The more I read of Campbell the
more his thoughts impress me. - Alvin
C. Rose, Box 203, Ashland City, Tn.
37015

The personal glimpses of brethren
I've often heard of but haven't met
are delightful.
Do keep them up.
Larry C. Jackson. 7515 Northcrest,
11ustin, Tx. 7875:!
The paper you edit really blows
my mind' I get the most out of the
encouraging news you include about
congregations who are becoming more
open to the Spirit's leading and who
are throwing off the shackles of sectarianism. The travel letters of Campbell are very informative and challenging. The congregation here is quite
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open-minded as far as Churches of
Christ go. The elders know our views
that instrumental music is not a matter
of fellowship. and that we arc open
on tongues and other spiritual gifts.
Still they allow us to teach and work
with the young people.
Name
withheld be request
How very much I would like to be
at Abilene to see you walk on the
water' What I mean is that if you and
Carl can appear at ACC together.
nothing is impossible.
Du.le Crain,
Project Challenge. Box 30 I. I.a ,Hirada.
Ca. 90638

I enjoy Restoration Re1·iew, for it
is very refreshing.
Thank you for
being so open-minded. May the Lord
bless you and continue using you to
bring His Body together.
Martha
Davis, 3605 Oak Springs, /lustin, Tx.
78721

I find Restoration Review stimulating and timely to our present state of
divided affairs among the heirs of the
Restoration Movement.
I hope and
pray that more of our brethren will
find a way to embrace more spiritual
c0ncern for others and abandon the
stance of semantic dogmatism which
often hinders individuals in their search
for (,od's will and ways and prevents
the peaceful co-existence of fellow
men
. After almost 60 years in
the church I am more and more convinced that each person must build
his own faith and that we should seek
to help each other in that process
rather than to be constantly sitting
in judgment upon the acceptability
of the other person's faith before
God. With Paul, I think we should
seek to keep the unity of the Spirit
in the bond of peace. -· Thomas W.
Rogers. 4701 ChurchwooJ Dr., Nashl'ille, Tn. 37220

